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About This Content

New package with racing track, new cars, parts and possibilities for all car maniacs!

1/4 mile track

3 new cars

supercharged engines

new shop with performance parts

dyno with chip tuning

engine swaps
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I bought it for Emi Evans, I stayed for the feelings <3. ENG:

This is all well and good and functional restaurant simulation game. I've played the previous game version, when I own it. The
game is easy to learn and be able to play with this a while. The game is playing by the worm can be difficult and boring at first,
like a dictionary to learn things as tutorials will be a bit difficult to follow. I recommend the game anyway. :3

FIN:

T\u00e4m\u00e4 on ihan hyv\u00e4 ja toimiva ravintola simulaatiopeli. Olen pelannut edellist\u00e4 peli versiota kun omistin
sen. Peli on helppo oppia ja t\u00e4t\u00e4 jaksaa pelata tovin. Peli\u00e4 pelaamatomalla voi olla hankalaa ja
tyls\u00e4\u00e4 aluksi opetella erillaiset asiat, koska tutoriaalit tahtoo olla v\u00e4h\u00e4n hankalia seurata. Suosittelen
peli\u00e4 joka tapauksessa. :3. Game plays and acts just the way you would exspect so i think it was worth the few bucks i
spent *i got it on steam sale for like 8 bucks with tax instead of 15* and have enjoyed every minute of it so far honestly no idea
why everyone hates on it so much :/. Got this for free

Pros

Good visuals

Good Music

Good aesthetics

Cons

Non english dev so the english is awful and make you want to kill yourself

So damn slow for your colony to move

I recommend this for the achievements and ease of trading cards and some entertainment

My overall rating 6.5/10 (barely made it). Overall a fun game. It comes with a few twists that make it unique and interesting.

The concept is executed fairly well and I haven't ran into any bugs so far.

------------------

Pros:

+Don't have to micromanage units
+Runs on older hardware
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+Lots of options on how to approach a round.
+Cubes basically manage themselves
+Interesting map concept.
+Unique multiplayer concept.
+Fun to watch your cubes do things on their own.

Cons:

-Lack of co-op mode. (can't really play this with a friend..)
-The AI can be frustrating.
-Gameplay can get repetitive very quickly.
-You can't really tell your cubes to do anything other than build things.
-Camera control is a bit difficult to control.
-Music gets repetitive quickly (same soundtrack for every battle)

Noteworthy things:

=There is a cap on how much you can build of each building type.
=the original iubes can be downloaded for free on itch.io (a great way to try before you buy)

_______________
It is very similar to the original iubes and I'm honestly not sure if the improvements are worth the full price. My suggestion to
anyone taking a look at this game is to look at the original Iubes and ask yourself how much your willing to pay for an improved
version of that before spending your hard earned cash.

In any case, I'd definitely recommend picking this title up if it ever goes on sale for a decent margin.
. So I am going to recommend this game, but just barely. It is a 5.5\/10 in my opinion.

There are several good points. The graphics and animations have a charm to them. The music and sound effects are fitting. The
controls are very well presented and easy to understand. The UI was a little large for my taste (I assume to be able to support
mobile) but that was not a deal breaker.

However there are several points that hold this back. First you are a wizard with extreme limitations on how many spells you can
cast. You are also limited in how many runes you can hold, so you can never build up a huge amount of a favorite spell even
with grinding. You basically save your spells for the bosses... which means you are really a Rogue WARRIOR not a Rogue
Wizard, as you will spend most of your time with axes, bows, chakra's and staffs.

Also, switching into a spell takes a whole turn in the turn based combat, which means it is very clunky to try and use your full
arsenal. Basically, choose one weapon or one spell, and that is what you will want to stick to for an encounter to limit damage.
This is especially true when so many monsters have knockback or stun or portal or summon abilities.

The above two issues means that the game quickly becomes very shallow. Good for a few hours of fun at most, but after that the
lack of spells and the repetitive nature of the loot and monsters with no compelling end quickly gets old.

Buy on sale, if at all.. The game itself is great. Too bad it crahses every time I play it, which forces me to restart my computer.
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Its an experience. bought it as a joke, but the game is a joke. would not recommend this game at all.. Not terrible but too short
to really get much out of it or say much else about it. Make what you will of $1.. I have read many, many stories, and played a
lot of games, and in doing so I have become used all kinds of "surprise endings" and "plot twists", so finding this gae, which not
only surprised me with it's twists, but was also fun to play, was a treat. The fact that this game is a commentary on some "taboo"
subjects, and shows those subjects so clearly is amazing, especially since some of the developers went through those situations. I
loved the game and what it shows and I would like to thank the developers for making this game, although I am truly very sorry
for what inspired it.. its good but its need a chapter 4 and even this game a eye pod same as iphone lol. Geneforge 2, the first
Geneforge game I played. The mystery and unique world caught my eight year old self off guard. I wasn't sure what I expected
but it sure wasn't this. I absolutely loved it, though. The intrigue and politics flew right over my head. All I knew was that I had
to find Barzahl. Now that I understood the true magitude of the complex plotline, I really started to enjoy the game. When I first
discovered the depressing fate of my poor mentor, I was crushed. I despised Barzahl for what he had done to me and wished for
revenge. Unfortunately, I think I died. A lot. Then again, everyone dies in Geneforge. Overall, it's a great game. Get it, please.
You won't regret it, hopefully.. This game is actually pretty good. I bought it because it was cheap and I'm poor. However I
would definitely pay more for this game. Just beware that this is pretty challenging.
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